HOW TO PLAY

Introducing AxMan, the fun and
easy to play Blackjack side bet that
combines Poker!

AxMan gets it’s name as a regular deck of 52
cards has four Kings. Three of the Kings have
swords but only the King of Diamonds has an
Axe.
A player making an AxMan bet is hoping
when the entire Blackjack hand is complete,
the dealer’s hand will have a Poker hand
consisting of a pair of Jacks or better.
A King of Diamonds in the dealer’s hand is a
wild card for the AxMan bet only.
A King of Diamonds in the player’s original
two cards, multiplies the AxMan payout by 2
times.
Two King of Diamonds in the player’s original
two cards multiplies the AxMan payout by 5
times.

Game Rules
Prior to each blackjack game, players may
place an optional AxMan bet based on the
dealer’s completed blackjack hand to consist
of a qualifying poker hand.
A winning hand will contain the dealer’s best
5 cards or less and will be paid according to
the AxMan pay table.
If the dealer busts on the blackjack hand, the
busting card CAN be used for the poker hand.
Wins and losses for this bet are determined
AFTER the round of blackjack is complete.

AxMan Pay Table (Dealer’s Hand)
Result

Payout

Straight Flush (5 cards)

1000:1

5 of a Kind

500:1

Flush (5 cards)

200:1

Straight (5 cards)

100:1

4 of a Kind

70:1

Full House

30:1

3 of a Kind

20:1

2 Pair

10:1

Pair J Q K A

5:1

*The above Pay table is for a six deck shoe on a
table that stands on soft 17.

Blackjack’s first side wager with wild cards
and paytable multipliers!
For more details on this and other games visit:
www.tcsjohnhuxley.com
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Other tables are available for different number of
decks and for games that hit soft 17.

